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Key Points: 

 Model-data comparisons of MAVEN SEP, SWIA, and STATIC measured oxygen and 

hydrogen pickup ions are presented. 

 Three case studies demonstrate how pickup ion model-data comparisons can constrain 

Mars exospheric neutral densities. 

 Factor of 10 change with Mars season in the hydrogen exosphere is observed, whereas 

the oxygen exosphere remained steadier. 
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Abstract 

Soon after the MAVEN (Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN) spacecraft started 

orbiting Mars, the SEP (Solar Energetic Particle), SWIA (Solar Wind Ion Analyzer), and 

STATIC (Supra-Thermal and Thermal Ion Composition) instruments onboard the spacecraft 

detected planetary pickup ions. SEP can measure energetic (>60 keV) oxygen pickup ions, 

the source of which is the extended hot oxygen exosphere of Mars. Model results show that 

these pickup ions originate from tens of Martian radii upstream of Mars and are energized by 

the solar wind motional electric field as they gyrate back towards Mars. SWIA and STATIC 

can detect both pickup oxygen and pickup hydrogen with energies below ~30 keV and 

created closer to Mars. In this study, data from the SEP, SWIA, and STATIC instruments 

containing pickup ion signatures are provided and model-data comparisons are shown. 

During the times when MAVEN is outside the Martian bow shock and in the upstream 

undisturbed solar wind, the solar wind velocity measured by SWIA and the solar wind (or 

interplanetary) magnetic field measured by the MAG (magnetometer) instrument can be used 

to model pickup oxygen and hydrogen fluxes. By comparing measured pickup ion fluxes with 

model results, the Martian thermal hydrogen and hot oxygen neutral densities can be probed 

outside the bow shock, providing a helpful tool in constraining estimates of neutral oxygen 

and hydrogen escape rates. Our analysis reveals an order of magnitude density change with 

Mars season in the hydrogen exosphere, whereas the hot oxygen exosphere was found to 

remain steadier. 
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1 Introduction 

One of the main goals of the MAVEN (Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN) 

mission to Mars is to characterize atmospheric escape [Bougher et al., 2014; Jakosky et al., 

2015a; Lillis et al., 2015], which occurs in the form of neutrals and ions. In the present epoch, 

neutral escape on Mars mainly takes place in the form of photochemical (non-thermal) escape 

of atomic oxygen [Chassefière and Leblanc, 2004] and Jeans (thermal) escape of atomic 

hydrogen [Chamberlain and Hunten, 1987]. Both processes populate an exosphere that 

extends beyond the Martian bow shock and directly interacts with the solar wind [e.g., 

Jakosky et al., 1994, 2015c; Brecht and Ledvina, 2006, 2010; Lundin et al., 2013; Ramstad et 

al., 2015; Brain et al., 2010, 2015; Dong et al., 2015a,b; Ma et al., 2015]. The oxygen 

exosphere at Mars is populated by hot oxygen atoms that are created photochemically in the 

ionosphere via the dissociative recombination of O2
+
 molecules with electrons [e.g., Nagy 

and Cravens, 1988]. Some of the newly-created neutral oxygen atoms in this reaction gain 

energies above the escape energy at Mars and can escape from the planet, given favorable 

initial directions and sufficiently few and/or small angle collisions with background neutrals 

[e.g., Ip, 1988]. 

Martian exospheric oxygen densities and escape rates have, in the past, been modeled 

with different degrees of complexity and for different solar wind, solar cycle, and seasonal 

conditions [Nagy and Cravens, 1988; Ip, 1988, 1990; Kim et al., 1998; Kaneda et al., 2009; 

Valeille et al., 2009a,b, 2010; Yagi et al., 2012; Fox and Hać, 2009, 2010, 2014; Rahmati et 

al., 2014; Lee et al., 2015a,b]. These models, however, vary by as much as two orders of 

magnitude in estimates of neutral oxygen escape from Mars with photochemical escape rates 

ranging from a few times 10
24

 s
-1

 to a few times 10
26

 s
-1

. New models of oxygen escape will 

utilize MAVEN data to give improved escape estimates; and while the stream of new data 

from MAVEN has exponentially expanded our knowledge of the Mars upper atmosphere, 
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neutral escape calculations using in situ MAVEN observations are complicated by a dynamic 

thermosphere and ionosphere environment with significant spatial and temporal variability in 

parameters needed for escape calculations [Bougher et al., 2015; Benna et al., 2015; Mahaffy 

et al., 2015b; Andrews et al., 2015; Jain et al., 2015; Sakai et al., 2015,2016a,b; Ergun et al., 

2015, Lillis et al., 2016b THIS ISSUE, Bougher et al., 2016, Andersson et al., 2016 THIS 

ISSUE]. At the same time, in situ detection of the escaping neutrals proves impractical due to 

the very low density of the oxygen exosphere at altitudes where escape is dominating 

[Rahmati et al., 2014]. 

The first successful attempt in remote sensing of the hot oxygen component present in 

the Martian exosphere was through spectroscopic observations of the oxygen 130.4 nm triplet 

during Rosetta’s flyby of Mars in February 2007 [Feldman et al., 2011]. Since MAVEN’s 

arrival at Mars, the IUVS (Imaging Ultra-Violet Spectrograph) instrument [McClintock et al., 

2015] onboard MAVEN has also taken spectroscopic observations of Mars’ upper 

atmosphere and has found a hot component in the oxygen exosphere with reliable 130.4 nm 

measurements extending in altitude to just above one Mars radius (1 RM = 3400 km) 

[Deighan et al., 2015]. Hot oxygen simulation results by Rahmati et al. [2014] indicate that 

the escaping portion of the hot oxygen exosphere becomes dominant at distances greater than 

~10 RM, and that below this altitude the Martian exosphere is mainly populated with 

gravitationally bound oxygen atoms. Cravens et al. [2002] proposed a method by which 

energetic oxygen pickup ion measurements made by the energetic particle detector on the 

Phobos-2 spacecraft were used to place constraints on the density of the Mars oxygen 

exosphere at altitudes extending to several RM. The same method was adapted by Rahmati et 

al. [2014] showing that the SEP (Solar Energetic Particle) instrument on MAVEN would also 

be able to detect oxygen pickup ions that are created in the far distant exosphere of Mars and 

energized by the solar wind motional electric field to energies above ~60 keV, making them 
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detectable by SEP. Rahmati et al. [2015] confirmed that SEP indeed detects pickup O
+
 

originating from several RM upstream of Mars, giving access to neutral densities at altitudes 

never probed before. 

The hydrogen exosphere at Mars is populated by thermal hydrogen atoms; the 

ultraviolet spectrometers onboard the Mariner 6 and 7 spacecraft were the first to detect the 

Lyman α emission from this extended hydrogen exosphere [Anderson and Hord, 1971, Barth 

et al., 1971]. Similar measurements were followed by Mariner 9 [Barth et al., 1972, 

Anderson, 1974], and also the Mars 2 and 3 spacecraft [Dostovalov and Chuvakhin, 1973]. 

The Lyman α emission from the hydrogen exosphere of Mars has also been derived from 

background measurements of the neutral particle detector of the ASPERA-3 (Analyzer of 

Space Plasma and Energetic Atoms) instrument on Mars Express [Galli et al., 2006] and 

measured by the three more recent ultraviolet spectrometers, namely SPICAM (Spectroscopy 

for Investigation of Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Mars) on Mars Express [Chaufray 

et al., 2008], Alice on Rosetta [Feldman et al., 2011], and IUVS on MAVEN [Chaffin et al., 

2015]. The Lyman α emission from the Martian hydrogen corona has also been observed by 

the ACS/SBC (Advanced Camera for Surveys/Solar Blind Channel) onboard the Hubble 

Space Telescope [Clarke et al., 2014]. The ASPERA (Automatic Space Plasma Experiment 

with a Rotating Analyzer) instrument on the Phobos-2 spacecraft was the first to detect 

hydrogen pickup ions associated with the neutral hydrogen exosphere of Mars, and Barabash 

et al. [1991] used those measurements to put constraints on density profiles of the Martian 

hydrogen exosphere. Pickup protons were later measured again by the ASPERA-3 Ion Mass 

Analyzer on the Mars Express spacecraft [Dubinin et al., 2006], reaffirming the observations 

of Phobos-2. 
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By modeling the trajectories of pickup ions and comparing them with measurements 

of MAVEN ion analyzers, a link can be established between pickup ion fluxes and their 

source neutral densities. In this paper, we provide details about the pickup ion model used to 

simulate trajectories of oxygen and hydrogen pickup ions outside the Martian bow shock in 

the solar wind, and show comparisons of model results with the SEP, SWIA (Solar Wind Ion 

Analyzer), and STATIC (Supra-Thermal and Thermal Ion Composition) measured pickup 

ions. We demonstrate that pickup O
+
 measurements using SEP, SWIA, and STATIC can 

constrain neutral oxygen exospheric densities over a broad range of altitudes, ranging from 

one RM to tens of RM. SWIA and STATIC model-data comparisons for pickup H
+
 are also 

provided and used to place constraints on hydrogen exosphere densities at distances up to a 

few RM. The neutral densities constructed using the pickup ion technique presented in this 

paper will help in constraining neutral escape rates at Mars. Preliminary estimates of neutral 

oxygen escape will be provided by comparing the results from the pickup ion model and 

escape rate calculations of Rahmati et al. [2014]. 

 

2 Pickup Ion Model 

Ionization of neutral species within the exosphere of a planet or in the coma of a 

comet exposes the newly created ions to the electromagnetic fields in the solar wind. The ions 

are then said to be “picked up” by the solar wind motional electric field and start to gyrate 

about the magnetic field in cycloid motion [e.g., Cravens, 2004]. As pickup ions are 

energized by the solar wind motional electric field, they become detectable by spacecraft 

instruments [e.g., Cravens et al., 2002; Dubinin et al., 2006; Jarvinen and Kallio, 2014; 

Goldstein et al., 2015]. Many test particle models have simulated pickup ions at Mars for 

different upstream conditions, ranging from typical solar wind conditions [e.g., Luhmann, 
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1990; Luhmann and Schwingenschuh, 1990; Luhmann and Kozyra, 1991; Kallio and 

Koskinen, 1999; Fang et al., 2008; Curry et al., 2013, 2014; Wang et al., 2015] to extreme 

solar wind conditions [Fang et al., 2013; Curry et al., 2015; Jakosky et al., 2015b], and also 

during the passage of Comet Siding Spring by Mars, which occurred on 19 October 2015 

[Gronoff et al., 2014, Wang et al., 2016]. 

The pickup ion code used in this study is essentially a simplified test particle model 

that was developed at the University of Kansas and is thoroughly discussed in Rahmati 

[2016]. The same code was previously used by Rahmati et al. [2015] to model fluxes of 

energetic oxygen pickup ions measured by MAVEN SEP. Figure 1 shows a flow diagram 

representing the order of steps taken in our pickup ion simulation, starting from MAVEN 

data inputs that feed into the pickup ion code, and ending with model-data comparisons. Data 

from multiple MAVEN instruments are required to model the pickup ions measured by SEP, 

SWIA, and STATIC. The three components of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) as 

well as the solar wind velocity vectors are needed in calculating the trajectories of pickup 

ions. The IMF is measured by the MAVEN MAG (magnetometer) instrument at a 32 

vectors/sec cadence [Connerney et al., 2015a,b]. The solar wind velocity is measured by 

SWIA at a 4 second cadence [Halekas et al., 2015a]. The pickup ion code down-samples the 

input data to a lower cadence, typically between 16 and 64 seconds, depending on output 

time resolution and calculation speed requirements. The position of MAVEN and its 

instrument orientations are retrieved using SPICE kernels [Acton, 1996], and the trajectories 

of pickup ions that reach MAVEN are solved analytically by the pickup ion code. 

In calculating the ionization frequencies of pickup ions, three ionization processes are 

included, i.e., photo-ionization [Angel and Samson, 1988], proton charge exchange [Fite et 

al., 1960; Stebbings et al., 1964], and electron impact ionization [Cravens et al., 1987]. 

Photo-ionization frequencies are calculated using the solar EUV (Extreme Ultraviolet) 
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spectrum constructed by the Flare Irradiance Spectral Model (FISM) [Chamberlin et al., 

2007], which takes as input, measurements of the EUVM instrument [Eparvier et al., 2015] 

on MAVEN as a proxy to constrain the solar photon spectrum from 0 nm to 190 nm at daily 

or minute cadences [Thiemann et al., 2016 THIS ISSUE]. The charge exchange frequency 

between solar wind protons and exospheric neutral oxygen or hydrogen atoms is calculated 

using the solar wind flux measured by SWIA. The electron impact ionization frequency is 

calculated using supra-thermal electron flux measurements by the SWEA (Solar Wind 

Electron Analyzer) instrument on MAVEN [Mitchell et al., 2016].  

Once ionization frequencies are in hand, pickup ion production rates can be calculated 

given some knowledge of exospheric neutral density profiles. For atomic oxygen, the 

exospheric density profile used in the code is taken from the study by Rahmati et al. [2014], 

who modeled the hot oxygen exosphere using the combination of a hot oxygen two-stream 

transport and the Liouville theorem. As Cravens et al. [2016] discuss, elastic cross sections 

play a key role in determining hot oxygen exospheric densities and escape rates, but the cross 

sections are currently uncertain. For atomic hydrogen, the exospheric density profile is taken 

from Feldman et al. [2011], which was derived from the Lyman β measurements of the Alice 

instrument on the Rosetta spacecraft during Rosetta’s flyby of Mars in February 2007. For 

comparison, both exospheric density profiles are depicted in Figure 2a. 

Pickup ion fluxes measured by MAVEN outside the bow shock are proportional to 

pickup ion production rates, and therefore, to the neutral densities of exospheric oxygen and 

hydrogen. Thus, comparing measured fluxes with modeled fluxes allows us to constrain the 

density of neutrals far upstream of Mars. Figure 2b shows typical energy fluxes of pickup 

ions upstream of the Martian bow shock, calculated using the density profiles shown in 

Figure 2a. For this simulation, a solar wind velocity of 400 km/s in the anti-sunward 

direction, and a magnetic field perpendicular to the solar wind velocity with a strength of 3 
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nT were assumed. The ionization frequencies for both oxygen and hydrogen were set to 3 × 

10
-7

 s
-1

. These values correspond to typical solar, solar wind, and IMF conditions. The 

observation point for this simulation was located at a subsolar altitude of 5000 km, which is 

just outside the Martian bow shock. 

During time periods when part of MAVEN’s precessing orbit is located outside the 

bow shock and in the upstream solar wind, it is possible to use the measured upstream drivers 

in the pickup ion code and compare the model results with the SEP, SWIA, and STATIC 

measurements. On their cycloid motion back towards Mars, pickup ions may undergo 

reflection from the bow shock. The reflected pickup ions are not, however, modeled in our 

pickup ion code, because the code solves trajectories of pickup ions using MAVEN measured 

solar wind fields assuming that pickup ions are only traveling outside the bow shock. The 

reflected pickup ions exhibit different velocity and energy characteristics from pristine solar 

wind pickup ions [Dubinin et al., 2006; Yamauchi et al., 2012,2015a; Frahm et al., 2016; 

Masunaga et al., 2016a,b] and are not included in our analysis. 

 The SEP instrument’s ability to detect energetic oxygen pickup ions was discussed in 

Rahmati et al. [2014] and initial model-data comparisons were provided in Rahmati et al. 

[2015]. SWIA and STATIC can detect both pickup O
+
 and pickup H

+
. SEP, SWIA, and 

STATIC are briefly described in the following section; more detail about each instrument can 

be found in their respective description papers [Larson et al., 2015; Halekas et al., 2015a; 

McFadden et al., 2015]. 

 

3 MAVEN SEP, SWIA, and STATIC 

MAVEN SEP [Larson et al., 2015] is a pair of dual, double-ended solid state 

telescopes that measures energetic electrons and ions. SEP is also able to detect oxygen 
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pickup ions, the source of which is the extended hot oxygen exosphere of Mars. Each SEP 

aperture has a rectangular 31° × 42° opening. SEP’s energy response to incident oxygen ions 

is shown in Figure 3a. The horizontal dashed line in Figure 3a marks the electronic noise 

threshold of SEP, which is 11 keV. Oxygen pickup ions above 60 keV are detectable by SEP, 

therefore, SEP can only detect pickup O
+
 during periods of high solar wind speed [Rahmati et 

al., 2014, 2015]. Since SEP-detected oxygen pickup ions originate in the far upstream 

exosphere of Mars, they can serve as a diagnostic for neutral oxygen densities in the distant 

exosphere. Therefore, the flux of SEP-measured oxygen pickup ions provides a direct probe 

of the exospheric neutral densities tens of RM upstream of Mars, where neutral oxygen atoms 

are mainly escaping. Pickup O
+
 fluxes measured by SEP can thus be used to place constraints 

on hot oxygen photochemical escape rates. SEP is blind to pickup H
+
, as the maximum 

pickup hydrogen energy in the solar wind (which is four times the solar wind proton energy 

of ~ 1 keV) is well below the low energy threshold for detection of hydrogen in SEP (which 

is ~20 keV). 

The SWIA [Halekas et al., 2015a] and STATIC [McFadden et al., 2015] instruments 

on MAVEN are electrostatic ion analyzers that are able to measure energy and angle 

distributions of both oxygen and hydrogen pickup ions at Mars. SWIA can measure ions with 

an energy-to-charge ratio of 25 eV to 25 keV, in 96 logarithmically spaced energy bins, using 

24 anodes that cover 360° in instrument azimuth. In order for SWIA to characterize the solar 

wind with sufficient angular resolution, 10 of the 24 anodes (10 fine anodes) cover the 45° in 

azimuth facing the Sun when the spacecraft is in nominal Sun-pointing mode. Therefore, the 

azimuthal resolution in the sunward direction is 4.5°. The rest of the anodes (14 coarse 

anodes) cover the remainder of the azimuth (315°), giving each of them an angular coverage 

of 22.5°. SWIA does not have the capability to discriminate ions based on mass. STATIC, on 

the other hand, includes a time of flight (TOF) capability to resolve ion masses with a 
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resolution of ΔM/M = 25%. Each mass channel of STATIC is less susceptible to background 

noise compared to SWIA’s background level, due to the anti-coincidence capability of the 

TOF system [McFadden et al., 2015]. The TOF system, however, reduces STATIC’s 

geometric factor compared to that of SWIA, making it less suitable for high time resolution 

study of lower flux pickup ions. STATIC measures ion distributions in 64 logarithmically 

spaced energy steps that, depending on the instrument mode, can range from 0.1 eV to 30 

keV. Both SWIA and STATIC use electrostatic deflection to achieve an instrument elevation 

coverage of ±45° for energies up to ~5 keV. Above 5 keV, the elevation coverage is reduced 

proportional to ion energy due to high voltage constraints, and reaches ±7° at 30 KeV. Figure 

3b shows the dependence of the elevation coverage of SWIA and STATIC on the measured 

ion energy. 

SWIA and STATIC complete one full energy and elevation sweep every 4 seconds; 

however, due to data telemetry rate constraints, ion distributions are typically binned and 

down-sampled in energy, azimuth, elevation, mass, and/or time before downlink. For the 

pickup ion model-data comparisons provided in this paper, SWIA’s coarse data products are 

used in which each of the 2 neighboring energy bins are grouped together (averaged), 

resulting in 48 energy bins; the 10 fine anodes are binned in groups of 5, resulting in two 

22.5° bins in the solar wind direction, which in addition to the 14 coarse anodes create a total 

of 16 azimuth bins of 22.5°; and there are 4 elevation bins with a resolution of 22.5°. When 

MAVEN is in the solar wind, the focus of SWIA is on fine solar wind measurements; 

Therefore, a smattering of coarse ion distributions, which are acquired in 4 second sweeps 

and include pickup ion signatures, are telemetered every 8, 16, 32, or 64 seconds, depending 

on the telemetry rate availability. The SWIA instrument characteristics, its inflight 

performance, the science results, and the sources of uncertainty in its measurements are 

discussed in Halekas et al. [2016]. For STATIC, the “D1” data product is used in our model-
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data comparisons. The D1 data product includes 32 energy bins, 16 azimuth bins, 4 elevation 

bins, and 8 ion mass bins, with a time resolution of 16 seconds when MAVEN is in the 

upstream solar wind and when the instrument is in the “pickup mode” [McFadden et al., 

2015]. 

During solar particle events associated with the passage of Corotating Interaction 

Regions (CIR’s) or Coronal Mass Ejections (CME’s), energetic particle fluxes detected by 

SEP can become comparable to or even exceed pickup O
+
 fluxes [Jakosky et al., 2015b; Lillis 

et al., 2016a; Lee et al., 2016 THIS ISSUE], complicating analysis of pickup O
+
 in SEP. 

Moreover, the field of view (FOV) of each SEP aperture spans about 3% of the whole sky, 

meaning that each SEP sensor measures only a small part of the pickup ion distribution at a 

given time, probing a small exospheric hot oxygen altitude range. SWIA and STATIC 

measure 3 dimensional (3D) distributions of pickup ions and cover a much larger fraction of 

the sky compared to SEP. At their full instrument elevation coverage (±45° below 5 keV), 

about 70% of the sky is covered in all 64 look directions of SWIA and STATIC. This 

coverage is reduced at higher energies, reaching ~15% of the sky at 25 keV, essentially 

reducing the angular coverage to within a 2D plane. This wider coverage compared to SEP 

allows for constraining exospheric neutral densities over a wider range of altitudes using 

measured pickup ion fluxes. However, due to their lower energy coverage and geometric 

factor compared to SEP, only pickup ions that are created within a few RM can be detected by 

SWIA and STATIC. 

SWIA is mounted on the spacecraft body and oriented such that the bulk of the solar 

wind ions is almost always within the FOV of its fine angular resolution anodes, thereby 

allowing SWIA to measure precise solar wind moments when MAVEN is in the upstream 

solar wind [Halekas et al., 2015a]. SWIA’s sunward hemisphere look directions also provide 

an unobstructed view of pickup ions created upstream of Mars and outside the bow shock. 
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STATIC is mounted on MAVEN’s Articulated Payload Platform (APP), giving it more 

flexibility in pointing and allowing it to measure ram ions during MAVEN periapsis passes 

and pickup ions near the apoapses [McFadden et al., 2015]. Also mounted on the APP are the 

NGIMS (Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Spectrometer) [Mahaffy et al., 2015a] and IUVS 

instruments, which share pointing requirements with STATIC. As a consequence, part of 

STATIC’s FOV can at times be blocked by the spacecraft body, the APP itself, and the 

instruments mounted on the APP. Also, at certain APP orientations, part of the pickup ion 

ring-beam distribution can lie outside of STATIC’s FOV. Nonetheless, SEP, SWIA, and 

STATIC act as complementary particle detectors, each measuring a distinct part of pickup ion 

energy/angle distribution. 

 

4 Model-Data Comparisons 

Unlike the SEP instrument, which requires solar wind speeds above ~450 km/s to be 

able to detect pickup O
+
 above ~60 keV, SWIA and STATIC detect lower energy pickup ions 

during almost every orbit. Therefore, when the solar wind speed is high, SWIA and STATIC 

miss most of the pickup O
+
 energy distribution. To put SWIA and STATIC measurements in 

context with measurements of SEP pickup O
+
, we start our model-data comparison by 

analyzing an orbit during which all three instruments were detecting pickup ions. 

4.1 Orbit #350 

On 3 December 2014 between 22:00 and 23:00 UTC when MAVEN was near the 

apoapsis of orbit #350, SEP, STATIC, and SWIA all detected pickup ions at the same time. 

The average solar wind speed for this time period was 570 km/s, with a proton density of 2.5 

cm
-3

, and an IMF strength of 3.5 nT. The IMF was mainly directed toward the +Z direction in 

MSO coordinates (Mars-Solar-Orbital, in which X points from Mars toward the Sun, Y is 
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directed opposite to the orbital velocity of Mars, and Z completes the right-handed coordinate 

system). According to E = – Usw × B, this would create a motional electric field in the –Y 

direction with a strength of ~2 V/km. The newly created pickup ions accelerate in the 

direction of the motional electric field and gyrate about the magnetic field, forming a ring-

beam distribution in velocity space (Figure 4). Thus, for the selected time period, pickup ions 

start their gyration in the –Y direction and as they gain energy, their –X velocity component 

also increases. At the peak of their energy (the half-point in one full gyro-period), pickup ions 

will have only a –X velocity component, and after that, their –X velocity component 

decreases and they gain a +Y velocity component. 

Figure 4 depicts this ring-beam distribution of pickup ions (black curve) in velocity 

space and the arrows on the ring represent the direction in which pickup ion velocities evolve 

in time. The dotted curves from right to left are constant energy contours of 5, 25, 60, and 

110 keV for pickup O
+
. The energies are a factor of 16 lower for pickup H

+
. The projected 

FOV’s of SEP1F, SEP2F, and SWIA on the Vx-Vy plane are also shown by the blue, red, and 

green dashed lines, respectively. The letter “F” in SEP1F and SEP2F denotes the forward 

looking SEP detectors, which typically have look directions in the sunward hemisphere. Note 

that the look directions shown in the figure have been reversed in sign in order to correspond 

to the velocity direction of pickup ions that are moving towards each detector. Also, note that 

SEP can only detect pickup O
+
 on the ring beam distribution to the left of the 60 keV dotted 

curve (>60 keV). The reduction in SWIA’s FOV at high energies (from 5 keV to 25 keV) is 

also shown, and as seen, SWIA’s FOV does not overlap with any part of the pickup O
+
 ring-

beam distribution. Therefore, SWIA was not detecting pickup O
+
 for the selected time period. 

The FOV of STATIC is not included in Figure 4, as STATIC is mounted on the spacecraft’s 

APP and its orientation is not fixed with respect to SEP and SWIA. The look directions 
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shown in Figure 4 are valid between 22:00 and 22:30 UTC, after which MAVEN’s attitude 

changed. 

Figure 5 shows pickup oxygen data and model results for the same time period. The 

first 4 panels in Figure 5 are data and model results for SEP1F and SEP2F, respectively. 

Between 22:00 and 22:30 UTC as shown in Figure 4, MAVEN’s attitude was such that 

SEP2F had a look direction in the –Y and +X direction, allowing it to detect oxygen pickup 

ions that according to the pickup ion model were created ~8 RM upstream of Mars and were 

moving towards SEP2F in the +Y and –X direction (part of the ring-beam distribution in 

Figure 4 enclosed between the red dashed lines with energies above 60 keV). The exospheric 

hot oxygen density at 8 RM, according to Rahmati et al. [2014], is ~10 cm
-3

, and as seen in the 

color spectrograms of Figure 5, the agreement to within a factor of 2 between the SEP 

measured and modeled fluxes indicates that for this time period, the actual exospheric density 

and the associated hot oxygen escape rate were well represented by the exospheric model 

used in the pickup ion code. 

For the same time period, SEP1F had a +Y and +X look direction and was detecting 

oxygen pickup ions that were created ~40 RM upstream, were past half of their gyro-period, 

and had a –Y and –X velocity component when detected by SEP1F (part of the ring-beam 

distribution in Figure 4 enclosed between the blue dashed lines with energies above 60 keV). 

Consequently, SEP1F was probing the hot oxygen exospheric densities at a much greater 

distance from Mars compared to SEP2F, and this is the reason the measured and modeled 

fluxes are about an order of magnitude lower for SEP1F compared to SEP2F. According to 

the hot oxygen density profile of Rahmati et al. [2014], atomic oxygen number density is 0.5 

cm
-3

 at 40 RM. This is the first time an instrument has been able to probe, although indirectly, 

such low neutral densities at such great distances from Mars. For the discussed time period, 

oxygen pickup ions that were within the FOV of the two SEPs had energies between 30 to 80 
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keV, but only those above ~60 keV deposit up to 40 keV in the silicon detectors, as seen in 

the energy response shown in Figure 3a. Although oxygen pickup ions had a maximum 

energy of 110 keV, those close to their maximum energy were outside the FOV of both SEPs. 

For other time periods, as discussed in Rahmati et al. [2015], given favorable solar wind and 

FOV conditions, SEP would be able to probe oxygen pickup ions at or near their maximum 

energy. 

SWIA and STATIC, with maximum detection energies of 25 and 30 keV, 

respectively, often miss the high energy part of the pickup O
+
 energy distribution. Panels 5 

and 6 in Figure 5 show measured and modeled pickup O
+
 energy fluxes for one of the look 

direction bins of STATIC (22.5° × 22.5°) that had part of the pickup O
+
 distribution in its 

FOV. According to the naming convention used in the pickup ion code, the selected look 

direction bin is for azimuth bin #09 and elevation (or deflection) bin #3, denoted in the figure 

as A09D3. The detected oxygen pickup ions in this look direction of STATIC were born 

between 1 and 4 RM upstream of MAVEN and were in the beginning of their cycloid motion, 

accelerating in the direction of the motional electric field. STATIC, therefore, probes the 

Martian hot oxygen exosphere at distances much closer to Mars compared to SEP. The 

agreement, to within a factor of 2, between the model results and the data indicates that the 

assumed exospheric hot oxygen density profile in the pickup ion model is representative of 

the actual conditions for the selected time period. 

Panels 7 and 8 show data and model results for another look direction bin of STATIC, 

namely A08D3, which had part of the pickup H
+
 distribution in its FOV. Since pickup 

hydrogen gyro-radii are comparable to the Martian radius, and therefore, to the scale height 

of the hydrogen exosphere, the pickup ion model is set to integrate the pickup H
+
 fluxes over 

several gyro-periods to ensure that the full source of pickup H
+
 is captured in the model. 

Nevertheless, comparing the flux levels shows that the model underestimates the fluxes by a 
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factor of ~5. This discrepancy in flux levels suggests that the assumed exospheric hydrogen 

density profile adapted from Feldman et al. [2011] underestimates the actual neutral 

hydrogen densities for the selected time period by a factor of ~5. 

The last two panels in Figure 5 show the measured and modeled energy fluxes of 

pickup H
+
 detected in one of the coarse look direction bins of SWIA (22.5° × 22.5°), namely 

A15D0. As seen, the modeled pickup H
+
 fluxes are again lower than the measured ones by 

about a factor of 5. Although the upstream conditions were relatively stable for the selected 

time period, due to the small FOV of each bin of SWIA and STATIC (~1% of the sky), even 

the slightest change in the direction of the IMF takes pickup ions in and out of the FOV of 

each bin, and this effect is well captured in the model. As discussed earlier and shown in 

Figure 4, for the selected time period no part of the pickup O
+
 distribution was within the 

energy range and FOV of SWIA. The background counts seen in the SWIA data are mainly 

the scattered solar wind ions in the instrument. Also, for the selected time period, SWIA’s 

attenuator was closed, reducing its geometric factor by about an order of magnitude [Halekas 

et al., 2015a], and this is the reason the lower limit level of noise in the shown SWIA data is 

relatively high. 

 

4.2 Orbit #438 

We now turn our focus to SWIA for studying another MAVEN orbit, during which 

SWIA detected both pickup O
+
 and H

+
. Similar to STATIC, oxygen pickup ions detected by 

SWIA are created at distances within a few RM, and model-data comparisons help in 

constraining the mainly bound component of the hot oxygen exosphere. Figure 6 shows 

MAVEN data for a two hour time period of orbit #438 on 20 December 2014 from 17:30 to 

19:30 UTC. For this time period, MAVEN was in the solar wind, SWIA’s attenuator was 
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open, and SWIA measured a solar wind velocity of ~360 km/s, too low for SEP detection of 

pickup O
+
. The IMF components measured by the MAG instrument are shown in the first 

panel in MSO coordinates. The IMF magnitude is ~5 nT, but as seen, its individual 

components are quite variable, creating a dynamic pickup ion distribution. The second panel 

shows the maximum energy that oxygen pickup ions can acquire, calculated according to 

Emax = 2 m Usw
2
 sin

2
(θUB), where m is the mass of the pickup ion (in this case oxygen), Usw is 

the solar wind speed, and θUB is the IMF cone angle, or the angle between the magnetic field 

and the solar wind velocity. As seen, pickup O
+
 energies are below 50 keV, making them too 

low energy to be detected by SEP. 

SWIA’s angle integrated (1 dimensional or 1D) energy-time spectrogram and the 

associated pickup ion model results are shown in panels 3 and 4, respectively. The 1D spectra 

are calculated on-board the instrument by summing the counts over all the look directions of 

SWIA. Solar wind protons and alpha particles are seen at energies of ~700 eV and ~1400 eV, 

respectively in the data panel. The model panel only includes simulated pickup ions and does 

not show the solar wind ions. Pickup O
+
 fluxes are seen in both the data and the model results 

at energies above a few keV, however, pickup H
+
 spectra are mostly buried under the solar 

wind ion fluxes in the 1D data. The last two panels in Figure 6 show data and model results 

for only one of the look directions of SWIA, namely A12D3, which didn’t have the solar 

wind ions in its FOV, but had both pickup O
+
 and pickup H

+
 populations in its FOV. This 

directional analysis of SWIA data allows for precise determination of the angular distribution 

of pickup ions. For the chosen look direction, pickup H
+
 spectra are no longer being masked 

by the intense solar wind ion fluxes. 

As seen in Figure 6, the pickup ion model used in this study again predicts the time 

variation of oxygen and hydrogen pickup ion spectra fairly accurately. Since SWIA’s 

attenuator was open during the selected time period, the lower limit level of background 
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counts is about an order of magnitude lower than the lower limit noise level present in panel 

9 of Figure 5. Also, similar to the time period shown in Figure 5, pickup H
+
 fluxes in the 

model are again a factor of ~5 lower than the data, indicating that the assumed exospheric 

hydrogen of Feldman et al. [2011] exhibits too low of a density for the selected time period. 

The case studies presented so far correspond to near solar maximum conditions and when 

Mars was near its perihelion, as orbits #350 and #438 correspond to solar longitudes LS = 

245° and 255°, respectively, with a heliocentric distance of 1.38 AU. The Feldman et al. 

[2011] density profile, however, corresponds to observations made on 25 February 2007 

when Mars was at solar longitude LS = 190°, with a heliocentric distance of 1.44 AU, and 

near solar minimum. Note that SWIA’s attenuator was closed during most of the orbits near 

the perihelion, due to high solar wind fluxes. However, during most of orbit #438, SWIA’s 

attenuator was open and SWIA detected pickup O
+
. In order to assess the role of heliocentric 

distance and/or Mars season on exospheric densities, we carry out another model-data 

comparison for an orbit during aphelion conditions. 

 

4.3 Orbit #2427 

For the time period near the Mars aphelion (LS ~ 70°), which occurred in mid-

November 2015, MAVEN’s orbit geometry was such that no upstream solar wind 

measurement was available, rendering pickup ion modeling impossible. We, therefore, study 

a time period just after the aphelion when MAVEN was back in the upstream solar wind. 

Figure 7 shows SWIA model-data comparisons for a 1.5 hour time period of orbit #2427 on 

29 December 2015. For this date, Mars was at LS = 88°, which is 40 days past aphelion, with 

a heliocentric distance of 1.66 AU. The first 3 panels of Figure 7 are similar to those of 

Figure 6. As seen in the first panel, the IMF is more steady compared to orbit #438, with a 
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magnitude of ~2.5 nT. The measured solar wind velocity was ~300 km/s, giving pickup O
+
 

maximum energies that are below 30 keV (shown in the second panel), again too low for SEP 

to detect pickup O
+
. As seen in the third panel of Figure 7, pickup ion signatures are hard to 

distinguish in SWIA’s 1D spectra, due to their low fluxes compared to the solar wind and 

background counts. The last 4 panels show a pair of model-data comparisons for two of the 

neighboring look direction bins of SWIA’s coarse data product, namely A12D2 and A13D2. 

The A12D2 look direction is probing pickup ions that are newly born and are less energized 

compared to the ones detected in the A13D2 look direction. The flux levels agree to within a 

factor of 2 between the data and the model results, for both pickup O
+
 and pickup H

+
, 

indicating that exospheric hydrogen densities must have dropped compared to orbit #438, 

bringing them more in line with the Feldman et al. [2011] density profile. In the next section 

we show how these SWIA model-data comparisons can be used to constrain altitude profiles 

of hot oxygen and thermal hydrogen neutral atoms outside the Martian bow shock. 

 

5 Constraining Exospheric Neutral Densities 

As discussed before, energetic pickup O
+
 measurements of SEP can be used to place 

constraints on the mainly escaping oxygen atoms. SWIA and STATIC measure lower energy 

pickup O
+
 and H

+
, and are able to constrain lower altitude exospheric densities. Figure 8 

shows reconstructed altitude profiles of neutral oxygen and hydrogen densities in the Mars 

exosphere, obtained from SWIA pickup ion measurements during orbits #438 and #2427 (the 

same time periods shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively). The altitude profiles are 

constructed by a reverse method that uses measured to modeled pickup ion flux ratios in each 

time/energy/azimuth/elevation bin of SWIA, which would give a direct link to the source 

density at the birth location of the measured pickup ions. The source location is calculated in 
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the pickup ion code and a density is assigned to each point based on the measured to modeled 

pickup ion flux ratio, since pickup ion fluxes are directly proportional to their neutral source 

densities. The retrieved density points are then binned in altitude. At each altitude bin, the 

standard deviation of the retrieved densities, their mean, and the standard error of the mean 

are calculated. These values are shown in Figure 8, and also included for comparison are the 

two original altitude profiles used as the neutral source in the pickup ion code (dotted lines). 

Note that in our error analysis, the uncertainties in upstream parameters are not 

propagated to the densities, nor are instrument systematic errors included. The statistics are 

purely calculated from the variation of the retrieved density points. The standard deviations 

(dashed lines) in the retrieved density points span almost an order of magnitude in density for 

both oxygen and hydrogen. It is highly unlikely that such large fluctuations are present in the 

actual exospheric densities at such high altitudes. The root cause of the rather large standard 

deviation in the derived densities is the uncertainties present in the measurements of the 

upstream drivers. Since each look direction (22.5° × 22.5°) and energy bin (ΔE/E ~ 14%) of 

SWIA only probes a very small part of the pickup ion distribution, the slightest error in the 

measured upstream field vectors can result in the simulated pickup ions being placed in the 

wrong instrument bin in the model. Nevertheless, averaging over several retrieved densities 

results in mean densities with standard errors (solid lines) spanning over less than a factor of 

2 in density. 

For perihelion conditions, Figure 8a shows that the mean hot oxygen densities for 

orbit #438 match the assumed density profile of Rahmati et al. [2014] to within a factor of 2, 

indicating that hot oxygen exosphere calculations of Rahmati et al. [2014], with their 

reported escape flux of 9 × 10
7
 cm

-2
 s

-1
 and escape rate of 7 × 10

25
 s

-1
, are valid 

representations of actual conditions for this time period. Reconstructed hydrogen densities, 

however, are about a factor of 5 higher than the Feldman et al. [2011] density profile, the 
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same difference factor that is seen in the pickup H
+
 flux model-data comparisons presented in 

Figure 6. As mentioned above, since pickup H
+
 gyro-radii at Mars are comparable to the 

scale height of the hydrogen exosphere, the pickup ion code needs to solve multiple pickup 

hydrogen gyro-periods to ensure that the neutral source of pickup ions is fully captured in the 

model. In the reverse method, however, the code only solves one gyro-period in order to be 

able to assign a single source point to the measured pickup ions in each SWIA bin. This 

would underestimate the modeled pickup H
+ 

fluxes by up to 30% for this time period, 

overestimating the reconstructed densities by the same factor. This overestimation is, 

however, well below the factor of 5 difference in the hydrogen densities. It is seen in Figure 

8b that hydrogen densities have decreased by an order of magnitude from perihelion to 

aphelion, whereas the oxygen exosphere has remained more or less the same. This shows that 

the hydrogen exosphere at Mars is more strongly influenced by heliocentric distance and/or 

season compared to the hot oxygen exosphere. 

Figure 8 shows good agreement between the Rahmati et al. [2014] modeled hot O 

densities and the densities inferred from the MAVEN pickup ion SWIA data, including at 

large radial distances (greater than 10
4
 km). Similarly, Rahmati et al. [2015] and Rahmati 

[2016] showed good agreement between modeled pickup O
+
 fluxes and fluxes measured by 

the SEP instrument. As discussed earlier, oxygen pickup ions measured by SEP are 

dominated by ions that originate at radial distances where the escape component of the hot O 

velocity distribution starts to become important. Given that modeled and measured hot O 

densities agree rather well, it is unlikely that the hot O escape rate determined by Rahmati et 

al. [2014] could be too far off and thus provides a preliminary constraint on hot O escape 

rates. However, a more systematic study of oxygen and hydrogen escape rates using both the 

pickup ion technique and the MAVEN IUVS measurements of the oxygen and hydrogen 
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corona (e.g., Lee et al. [2015b], Chaffin et al. [2015], Clarke et al. [2016]) should be 

undertaken. 

 

6 Discussion 

Models of the Martian hydrogen exosphere suggest that strong solar cycle and 

seasonal variations exist in exospheric hydrogen densities, driven by the change in the solar 

EUV flux reaching Mars [e.g., Chaufray et al., 2015]. Recent observations also imply that the 

hydrogen exosphere at Mars exhibits a significant variation on time scales ranging from 

weeks to years. This variation has been observed in the Lyman α measurements of the Mars 

hydrogen exosphere by the Hubble Space Telescope [Clarke et al., 2014; Bhattacharyya et 

al., 2015] and also by the ultraviolet spectrometers on Mars Express [Chaffin et al., 2014] 

and MAVEN [Clarke et al., 2016 THIS ISSUE], as well as the ASPERA-3 measurements of 

hydrogen pickup ions [Yamauchi et al., 2015b]. More recently, SWIA observations of 

precipitating solar wind protons in the Mars thermosphere [Halekas et al., 2015b] also 

pointed to an order of magnitude seasonal change in the column density of the hydrogen 

exosphere outside the bow shock [Halekas et al., 2016]. The occurrence rate of proton 

cyclotron waves excited by hydrogen pickup ions and observed by MAVEN upstream of 

Mars also decreased from perihelion to aphelion [Romanelli et al., 2016], indicating a drop in 

the hydrogen exosphere. Our pickup H
+
 model-data comparisons also reveal an order of 

magnitude change in the density of the Martian hydrogen exosphere as measured by SWIA 

and STATIC. 

When Mars is near its aphelion, the pickup H
+
 flux can fall below the detection 

threshold of SWIA and STATIC, particularly when the instrument attenuators are closed. Part 

of this drop in pickup H
+
 flux levels can be associated with the reduction in the ionization 
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frequency of the neutral hydrogen exosphere, due to the lower solar EUV and solar wind flux 

reaching Mars near aphelion, thus lowering the production rate of pickup H
+
. The solar EUV 

and solar wind fluxes are both inversely proportional to the square of the Sun-Mars distance, 

and as this distance increases by a factor of 1.2 from perihelion to aphelion, the reduction in 

ionization frequencies can be as large as a factor of 1.45. The reduction in the IMF magnitude 

also plays a role in lowering pickup ion fluxes. The IMF magnitude is statistically inversely 

proportional to the Sun-Mars distance and pickup ion gyro-radii are inversely proportional to 

the IMF magnitude. Therefore, lowering the IMF magnitude by a factor of 1.2 from 

perihelion to aphelion would increase pickup H
+
 gyro-radii by the same factor, which means 

that pickup ions reaching MAVEN with the same energy would be created at larger distances 

from Mars where neutral densities are lower. According to the Feldman et al. [2011] 

hydrogen density profile, a factor of 1.2 increase in the distance between MAVEN and the 

source of pickup H
+
 would lower pickup H

+
 fluxes by a factor of 1.3. Thus, the combined 

effects of the reduction in both the ionization frequencies and the IMF magnitude can alone 

decrease pickup H
+
 fluxes by a factor of 1.9. These effects are all included in the pickup ion 

code used in this study, as the code uses measured upstream values for the IMF and solar 

wind to calculate pickup ion ionization frequencies and trajectories. The order of magnitude 

change in the hydrogen exosphere as indicated by our pickup H
+
 analysis can, therefore, be 

only attributed to an actual order of magnitude change in hydrogen densities in the exosphere 

of Mars. 

The 30.4 nm EUV irradiance at Mars, which is a good proxy for variations in the 

photo-ionization frequency, was 3.2 × 10
-4

 W/cm
2
/nm for orbit #438, and 1.9 × 10

-4
 

W/cm
2
/nm for orbit #2427, as modeled by the FISM, based on the data from the EUVM 

instrument [Thiemann et al., 2016 THIS ISSUE]. The drop in the EUV irradiance from 

December 2014 to December 2015 was not only due to the increase in the heliocentric 
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distance from perihelion to aphelion, but was also influenced by the declining phase of solar 

cycle #24 [Thiemann et al., 2016 THIS ISSUE]. As the analytical approach of Cravens et al. 

[2016] demonstrates, the hot oxygen escape flux and thus exospheric oxygen densities at 

Mars should be directly proportional the incident solar EUV irradiance, thereby varying less 

than a factor of 2 with Mars season. This rather small variation in the hot oxygen escape is 

also supported by our pickup O
+
 analyses of the SEP, SWIA, and STATIC measurements. 

The order of magnitude variation of the hydrogen exosphere, however, has only recently 

come to light and better understanding of its sources and drivers awaits further investigation. 

 

7 Conclusions 

The pickup ion model used in this study proves successful in simulating the time 

variation of oxygen and hydrogen pickup ion distributions outside the Martian bow shock 

under a wide range of upstream solar wind conditions. We analyzed pickup ion data from the 

SEP, SWIA, and STATIC instruments on the MAVEN spacecraft and used a pickup ion 

model to conduct model-data comparisons of pickup O
+
 and H

+
 fluxes at Mars. Our analysis 

of the pickup O
+
 data confirms that a hot oxygen exosphere exists on Mars, extending to tens 

of RM. We showed that the two forward-looking SEP detectors are able to measure oxygen 

pickup ions that are created tens of RM upstream, thus probing the hot oxygen density at 

altitudes not accessible before. Since the density of escaping hot oxygen atoms dominates 

over the gravitationally bound oxygen exosphere at altitudes greater than ~10 RM, analysis of 

SEP pickup O
+
 data, as discussed, can constrain model simulations of the Mars far exosphere 

and neutral oxygen escape rates. Comparisons of pickup O
+
 fluxes measured by SEP with the 

hot oxygen exospheric model of Rahmati et al. [2014] constrain to within a factor of 2 the hot 

oxygen escape rate at Mars to be 7 × 10
25

 s
-1

. The SWIA and STATIC instruments detect 
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pickup O
+
 and H

+
 ions that are created closer to Mars and are in the beginning of their 

cycloid motion. Pickup O
+
 fluxes measured by SWIA and STATIC are consistent with 

pickup O
+
 model simulations, indicating that the assumed exospheric oxygen density profile 

of Rahmati et al. [2014] used in the pickup ion model is good to within a factor of 2 for the 

time periods studied. Analysis of pickup H
+
 measured by SWIA and STATIC, however, 

reveals an order of magnitude change in the hydrogen exosphere with Mars season, 

reaffirming previous modeling and observations of the presence of a non-linear relation 

between the incident solar EUV flux and hydrogen escape at Mars. In order to constrain 

hydrogen escape rates, hydrogen exosphere models such as the one discussed in Chaffin et al. 

[2015] need to be compared with our pickup ion constructed densities. In future work, we 

will apply the same methodology to a larger number of MAVEN orbits with favorable 

upstream conditions, in order to carry out a statistical analysis of exospheric densities and 

escape rates, which will allow us to draw conclusions on the dynamic range of the variability 

of atmospheric escape at Mars with time. 
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Figure 1. Different working parts of the pickup ion code used in this study. Data from the 

MAVEN MAG, SWIA, SWEA, and EUVM instruments are used in calculating pickup ion 

spectra seen by the SEP, SWIA, and STATIC instruments. Model-data comparisons help in 

constraining the Mars exospheric neutral densities and the associated neutral escape rates. 
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Figure 2. (a) Exospheric altitude profiles of neutral oxygen and hydrogen densities used in 

the pickup ion model and later adjusted according to pickup ion model-data comparisons. (b) 

Angle integrated differential energy fluxes of hydrogen and oxygen pickup ions calculated by 

the pickup ion code assuming a solar wind velocity of 400 km/s, a magnetic field 

perpendicular to the solar wind with a strength of 3 nT, and ionization frequencies for both 

oxygen and hydrogen equal to 3 × 10
-7

 s
-1

, with the observation point located at a subsolar 

altitude of 5000 km. 
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Figure 3. (a) Energy response of SEP to incident oxygen ions. SEP’s electronic noise 

threshold is 11 keV and is marked by the dashed line. Oxygen ions with energies above ~60 

keV trigger counts in SEP. (b) Dependence of the SWIA and STATIC's deflection angle 

(elevation) coverage on the energy of the measured ions. Below 5 keV, the elevation 

coverage is ±45°. Above 5 keV, the elevation coverage drops proportional to the energy and 

reaches ±7° at 30 keV. 
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Figure 4. Ring-beam distribution of oxygen pickup ions in velocity space for 3 December 

2014, 22:00-22:30 UTC. The reversed FOV’s of SEP1F, SEP2F, and SWIA are shown by the 

blue, red, and green dashed lines, respectively. The four dotted lines from right to left 

represent pickup oxygen constant energy contours of 5, 25, 60, and 110 keV. Note that since 

SEP’s lower energy threshold for detection of oxygen is 60 keV, SEP can only detect pickup 

O
+
 on the ring beam distribution to the left of the 60 keV dotted curve; thus the blue and red 

dashed lines only represent an energy-independent angular coverage for SEP, whereas 

SWIA’s elevation coverage is shown to decrease with energy from 5 keV to 25 keV. Since 
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STATIC’s orientation is not fixed with respect to SEP and SWIA, STATIC’s FOV is not 

included in this figure. 
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Figure 5. Model-data comparisons of pickup ions measured by SEP1, SEP2, STATIC mass 

16 (oxygen), STATIC mass 1 (hydrogen), and SWIA on 3 December 2014, 22:00-23:15 

UTC. STATIC and SWIA data/model are for one of the look direction bins of each 

instrument that contained significant parts of the pickup ion distribution. For pickup O
+
 

measured by SEP and STATIC, the agreement between the data and modeled fluxes are to 

within a factor of 2. Pickup H
+
 fluxes measured by STATIC and SWIA are, however, 

underestimated in the model by a factor of ~5. Note that for the shown time period, SWIA 

did not have any part of the pickup O
+
 in its FOV. 
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Figure 6. Mode-data comparisons of hydrogen and oxygen pickup ions measured by SWIA 

on 20 December 2014, 17:30-19:30 UTC. Panels from top to bottom: Magnetometer 

measurements of the magnetic field in MSO coordinates, calculated maximum energy of 

oxygen pickup ions, angle integrated (1D) SWIA data, angle integrated (1D) SWIA pickup 

ion model, directional SWIA data, and directional SWIA pickup ion model. The last two 

panels show one of the look direction bins of SWIA that includes both pickup H
+
 and O

+
, but 

does not include the solar wind in its FOV. The agreement between pickup O
+
 fluxes in the 

data and in the model results is to within a factor of 2. Modeled pickup H
+
 fluxes are too low 

by a factor of ~5 compared to the data. 
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Figure 7. Mode-data comparisons of hydrogen and oxygen pickup ions measured by SWIA 

on 29 December 2014, 13:20-15:00 UTC. The first three panels are described in Figure 6. 

The last four panels are a pair of model-data comparisons for two of the neighboring look 

direction bins of SWIA that include both pickup H
+
 and O

+
, but do not include the solar wind 

in their FOV. The agreement between pickup both pickup H
+
 and O

+
 in the data and the 

model results is to within a factor of 2. 
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Figure 8. Reconstructed oxygen and hydrogen exospheric density profiles using model-data 

comparisons of SWIA measured pickup O
+
 and H

+
 for (a) orbit #438 on 20 December 2014, 

17:30-19:30 UTC, close to perihelion and (b) orbit #2427 on 29 December 2015, 13:20-14:50 

UTC, near aphelion. Oxygen densities agree to within a factor of 2 with the input exospheric 

density of Rahmati et al. [2014], suggesting a robust oxygen exosphere. An order of 

magnitude drop in hydrogen densities over half a Martian year is observed. For comparison, 

model input exospheric profiles shown in Figure 2a are also included as dotted lines.  

 


